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Preface
While searching a problem fit enough to be explored
upon, I was almost out of breath. Some how, it appeared to me,
that almost in every field of education there was hardly any area
or any topic which had not become the target of researchers in
education. To my sheer luck my father Dr. A. N. Joshi came to
my rescue and after searching a lot we reached this conclusion
that the perception of Ivan Ilach was not in vain when he said
that the school was going to die. Well, the school is dead as the
climate there in, is highly polluted and radiated. Discussion with
him also resulted in an observation intelligently made by him that
the cause of this fatal pollution was funedamentally the social
and political pollution that has gradually crept into the college
climate unfortunately, This finding, let me confess, gave me the
sudden feeling of Eureka, but they, came other cross questions
from him who was trying to row against the flow of the stream.
I wondered, why was he behaving in this way, but then, a few
minutes after, I was again happy when he smilingly said, that the
discussion had been very fruitful while he appreciated my
searching spirit and questioning attitude.
The present work is an humble submission in the hands
of great scholars in the field of education. I believe, this work is
going to give a light which may help to give direction to the
educationists to find his intricate path through the ‘mess politics’
in society today.
Dr. Mani Joshi
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